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I Grace Haden , self employed licenced Private Investigator , of 23 Wapiti Ave 
Epsom Auckland swear: 
 
Introduction  
 
1) My Full name is Grace Haden   I am a wife, mother of three children and a 

licenced Private Investigator. Director of Verisure Investigations Ltd and  Trustee 
of animal owners support trust.( formerly known as the Animal Welfare Institute 
of New Zealand )  

 
2) I am swearing this affidavit , in  all my capacities ,to give a back ground to the 

events which have led to the claim By Wells, Hoadley and Coutts together as 
allegedly trustees in a trust by the name of the Animal welfare institute of New 
Zealand  against me, my company Verisure Investigations Ltd.( and previously  
an incorporated trust by the name of Animal welfare Institute of new Zealand , 
now  animal owners support trust. ) 

 
I have been led to believe that this hearing is for Quantum only, Mr Wright has  
kindly  given me directions as to what he would prefer to see in my affidavit, he 
asserts a hearing as to quantum proceeds on the basis that the pleadings 
are  valid and the assertions made within them are assumed to be true. 
Attachment A
3)   but  since I have been denied a defence I  do believe it important that the court  

has the full facts in front of them  so that they  can see the  whole issue and  not 
just that of the plaintiffs. 

 
a) The claims were  for breach of fair trading, passing off and  defamation. 
b) The remedies which were sought were  

i) for  the trust to change its name  
ii) Trustees to stop using the name 
iii) Give up the web site  
iv) Apology to Neil Wells  

 
4) It should be noted that nothing in the claims been proved by the   plaintiffs, they 

have got to this point in the proceedings by manipulating the court and by 
deception. 

 
5)  The court in making a decision should be fully informed, I believe that the 

claims before the court have been brought in an attempt to conceal crime, the 
court  cannot condone crime.  
a) While I  appreciate that these are civil proceedings  and am aware that the 

standard of proof sought is much less than the  standard of proof  for 
criminal proceedings, the  standard of proof “ of probability “  must apply to  
the  testimony of the plaintiffs and  the defendants equally.  

 
6) The only sworn evidence filed so  far, is the affidavit of Wells and the affidavit of 

Coutts filed two months late , which I hope the court will give me the opportunity 
to cross examine them  both  on. 

 
7)     In my former life I  was a Police Sergeant , I was recommended for promotion to 
Senior Sergeant  due to pregnancy could not complete  the   newly instigated 
physical fitness test . I left the police shortly after to become a full time mother. 
 

a) I had served for 15 years; I had passed all the prerequisite examination to 
qualify me to be promoted to commissioned officer rank, these exams 
included university papers in criminology and criminal law.  

 
b) I was awarded a long service and good conduct medal.  

http://www.verisure.co.nz/email%20wright%2012%20February.pdf
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c) I Worked on the front line, in the enquiry office, Criminal Investigations 

Branch and later became a Police Prosecutor.( which was  achieved by further 
training and qualifying a residential course). I prosecuted for 3 years in the 
Auckland district court and the Children and Young Persons court.  

 
i) I was in the police before it became a business and it was a public 

service.  
(1) When crime was investigated without reference to a budget or 

evaluation against statistics for performance rating. 
(2) Complaints were seldom turned away and the phrase “ this is a Civil 

matter“ was never heard.  
ii) Because the potential to be investigated was high, corruption was low.   

 
d) Five years ago I became a Licenced Private Investigator. I operate my own 

company, Verisure Investigations which specializes in due diligence i.e. 
verifying information provided and comparing it to proven facts. 

 
e)  Whilst in the police and  as a Private Investigator  I  have also conducted 

many  fraud investigations . 
i) Since  becoming a  private investigator I  have had a 100% success rate 

in   having the  frauds which I reported to the police  result in  
convictions.  

ii) I have found that identity fraud is prolific, the identity not being that of 
natural person but the use of “trading names” and pretence that the 
names used are that of “legal entities”.  

iii) This  is a simple and lucrative deception and effectively blocks the ability 
to be sued . 

 
f) I am currently the elected Secretary of the New Zealand Institute Of 

Professional Investigators, a professional registered society  to  which many 
ex police officers who are  now Private Investigators belong. 

 
7) Since leaving the police I have been a  mother supporting   my three children on  

a)  kindergarten committees, 
b)  as  brownie leader,  
c) On  school  committees ,  
d) In  the scouting movement  
e) and   later  in 19 squadron air training corp. and on the  Auckland air cadet 

trust (AACT).   
i) It was in my involvement  with  the AACT  which  brought me  in contact 

with plaintiff  Wells. 
ii) It is directly as a result of the events  on the AACT  which have  

contributed to these proceedings. (a brief outline is provided   in the  final  
two pages of  appendix R of Well’s affidavit.)  
 

8) Through my involvement with committees, societies and trusts and through the 
legal knowledge required, and acquired in my capacity as an investigator I am 
aware of the structure and running of the various entities. 

 
9) My children (20, 18, and 15) are actively involved in the air cadets, now holding 

the ranks of Under Officer, Flight Sergeant and Corporal, respectively. 
a) Air Training Corp is part of the New Zealand Cadet Forces. It is a youth 

leadership training organisation created from the partnership between the 
New Zealand Defence Force and the community. 

 
b) Through this fantastic youth program, I have watched my children grow into 

teenagers to be proud of. 
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c) I believe that the cadet forces need more support , instead I saw  the 

children  give up all their  money for  promises that did not come to fruition 
and saw that  the trust which was supposed to benefit  the cadets become an 
asset to  Unitec. ( Wells affidavit appendix  1 CV citation)  Wells provided “a 
building at a very low cost” to Unitec. 

 
i) I was treasurer of the 19 squadron support committee and later became 

treasurer of the Auckland Air cadet trust (AACT). I was aware that the out 
goings of the squadron more than doubled after the AACT was set up, 
and the children spent more time fund raising but received little or no 
assistance. Some Kids lost interest and numbers went down. 

 
ii)  The cadets training glider was sold because having given $50,000 to the 

AACT they now were penniless. 
(1)  As the kids would put it- the Air has gone out of Air training corp.  

 
d) The Auckland Air Cadet Trust (AACT) is a trust which was set up, by the 

plaintiff Wells and the cadets, 3 and 19 Squadron are  the beneficiaries 
named on  the trust deed. 

 
i) The cadets had been given a barracks building by the  air force ( ex 

Hobsonville ) . 
 

ii)  Neil Wells ,a Barrister,  set up the structure for  the trust  so that it could  
take ownership of the building and  establish a headquarters for the 
cadets . 

 
iii)  The Trusts chairman also  Neil Wells, was  an employee of Unitec at the 

time,  and arranged for the buildings to be placed at Unitec. 
 

iv)  His citation page one of  his CV attached to his affidavit  refers to this  
 

 
 
v)  the squadrons gave all their money and were promised income, support  

and benefits from the  trust , many of the promises proved to be hollow 
and  the  benefits  for the cadets compared to  what it has cost them  
simply does not compare.  

 
vi) Because of the turn over of parents   many of the original parents are no 

longer  there  However  having three children  who have continued on  I 
have seen the progress  of the salesmanship and promises   change to 
denial  that  some things were  even said let alone promised.   

 
e) As treasurer of the AACT I noticed that the trust was losing $1500 per 

month, I voiced my concern. 
i)  I had also sought to save $8,000 per year and found that we could do this 

simply by changing bank; I was severely reprimanded by Wells for 
investigating this option. 

 
ii) Wells obstructed me in  obtaining information that would enable me  to  

accurately invoice third party users ( cricket clubs) there by  depriving the 
AACT of funds they desperately needed.( and causing the squadrons to 
pay more ) 
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iii)  Wells drew up a contract which benefited Unitec and in particular  trustee 

Nicki Turner ( the only other Unitec employee she  is cricket coach and  
head of the school of sport ,  the area which  had been promised as a rifle 
range  was  changed into a cricket bowling area)  , the contract  
effectively gave Unitec free use of  the facility . 
(1)  I felt that this was not wise in view of our solvency. 

 
(2) I believed that the decision was not in the trusts or the beneficiaries 

of the trust best interest and I simply expressed that view. 
 

(3) Unlike the other trustees I was concerned about the fiduciary 
responsibilities we had. 

 
(4) I questioned what Wells said and found that he frequently misled the 

trustees by providing non factual information as fact.  
 

iv) In December 2005 Wells, without warning, sought to removed me from 
the trust by presenting several pages of lies about me, the allegations 
included  

 
(1) that I was rude to everyone I spoke to on the phone,  

 
(2)  that I was attempting to destroy the relationship of the trust and 

Unitec  
 

(3)  and many more which due to the number and the  total fabrication  I 
could not recollect  accurately  . 

 
v) The prepared notes which Wells read from were never seen again. 
 

(1) One would expect such allegations to   be tabled and form part of the 
minutes  

(2) The secretary did not receive a copy of the notes.  
 

(3) If what I was accused of had occurred you would ordinarily have 
expected to have been able to address the specific instances and at 
least give your version,  But that was not possible largely because the 
incidents had never occurred. 

 
(4) No proof  of the allegations was  ever offered or names of the  

persons allegedly involved , no dates no times , nothing, just   
straight accusations  which had no foundation in fact.   

 
(5) I left the room in feeling thoroughly bullied and set up. 

 
(i) I repeatedly asked for copies of the notes  
(ii) I repeatedly asked for proof 
(iii) I repeatedly asked for a meeting to  attempt to resolve  the 

issue 
(iv) I spoke to every one I had ever spoken to on the phone to 

address the allegation that I was rude to every one I spoke to, 
every one was pleasant to me and genuinely could not believe 
the accusations. 

(v) Later  I called at Unitec and spoke to  Nicki Turner  and asked  
her if she could please  allow me to  apologise to those whom I 
had in avertedly been rude to (if I had )  she responded by 
calling security. 
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(vi) I was  later accused of  being  disruptive in asking for this 
proof. 

 
f) Wells spent the next three months plotting to remove me from the trust, I 

had made it clear that I had not resigned as trustee, and  in the end he 
amended the trust deed to  deny me  the last support which I still had. 

 
i) By this time  he had spread malicious rumours about me  using un proven 

“third party “statements and  relying on his status as Barrister , he 
convinced the others that I should be gone. 

 
ii) Because of his actions and the manner he has defamed me  I  am now 

reluctant to  support the cadets on the committee  the hurt is still very 
extreme especially since they  were  so convinced by his lies  that   he 
was believed because he is a barrister.   

 
10) The events of my removal from the AACT  gave rise to  some of the  defamation 

claims, ( I counter claimed  but apparently what I suffered is Ok, according to 
case law  the relevance of which  remains un tested.) 

 
a) By  using  a defamation claim  relating to  some accurately  descriptive words 

I used for   Wells  when he Bullied me off the trust , Wells was able to bring 
my company , Verisure Investigations  Ltd , into the proceedings. 

 
i) All the trustees of the AACT used their work emails for communication; I 

was no exception to that.  
 

ii) My company was drawn into the proceedings and has been threatened 
with liquidation by Wells and Wright who have already served a statutory 
demand on the company. 

 
b)  I am not the type of person who allows some one to discredit me and not seek to 

defend myself especially when my reputation is unjustly under attack. 
 

c) Because of the extreme lengths that Wells went to, to remove me from the 
trust I start to ask questions.  

 
i) No one sacks a diligent honest Treasurer who has the aims of the trust at 

heart.  
 

ii)  I suspected that the AACT was being used more for the benefit of Unitec 
than for the cadets. 

 
iii)  I feared that the AACT would become insolvent and the cadets would 

lose their investment. 
 

d) This  later led to the filing a counter claim  to see an investigation into the 
running of the AACT , I did this because trust issues were part of the 
defamation proceedings and my defamation counter claim . 

 
i) The   claim I filed for  review of the AACT was filed in the wrong 

jurisdiction and even though I offered  to withdraw it , at the first hearing  
when I had become aware of this , it was order  to go to interlocutory by  
the judge and the next judge ordered me to  pay $6,800 for this. ( makes 
criminal offending appear  cheap)  
(1) The plaintiffs had similarly filed something in the wrong jurisdiction  

but because I was a lay person  there was no cost for them. 
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11) Thoroughly hurt by Wells I sent him a fax to say that he had bullied me to the 

extreme. 
i)  Those working for him  saw the fax and contacted me  they told me  of 

their similar experiences and  voiced their concerns  about “AWINZ” 
(Animal welfare Institute of New Zealand ) 

 
12)  I met Robert Frittmann , whose cat had been euthanized  by “AWINZ” ,  he had  

sought accountability but  failed to  find any record of the  “ organisation” and 
therefore could not seek accountability, he had documents  from Waitakere  city  
which gave a legal opinion from AWINZ  Trustee Neil Wells  that AWINZ had 
acted  correctly. Attachment  B 

 
a)  Wells exonerated the inspector for what many animal welfare officers have 

expressed their concerns about as to its legitimacy. 
 

b)  It appeared to me that Wells was acting in a position of conflict of interest as 
he had responsibilities for the actions of the Inspector he was exonerating, 
under a contract AWINZ had signed with Waitakere City Council. 

      Attachment C
 

 
 

c) Wells and   Didovich   are the only signatories of the MOU Attachment C 
which gave  the   Waitakere   animal welfare  officers  warrants to  enforce 
the  animal welfare act. 

d) This was made possible by Wells  entering into  a MOU with  MAF   
Attachment  D    

 
I believed that  the letter  to  Didovich Attachment  B  regarding  the inspectors 
action to be directly in conflict with the obligations   which AWINZ had to the MOU 
page  6 
 

 
 

 
e) Wells later took Didovich’s  Job  when Didovich moved on from his job. ( at 

the instigation of the  employer Waitakere City council )  
 

i)  Didovich is also the person who  claimed to have collected and  
witnessed the  trustees signatures  

 
ii) He is now a trustee of an  un incorporated   trust “animal welfare institute 

of New Zealand “ 
 

f) Wells in taking Didovich’s  job  became  both parties to the MOU and  is  now 
effectively  contracting to himself in a public role. 

 

http://www.verisure.co.nz/From%20AWINZ%20to%20Tom%20Didovich.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/mou%20waitakere.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/mou%20waitakere.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/mou%20MAF.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/From%20AWINZ%20to%20Tom%20Didovich.pdf
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13) The MOU with MAF Attachment  D    definitions   page 2  state  

 
a) This clearly gives the impression that Animal Welfare Institute of New 

Zealand  which is a party to the MOU  is a legal entity in its own right capable 
of entering into a contract in its legal name. 

 
b) I would have expected this definition to have made reference to the   

trustees if the organisation was not considered to be incorporated.  
 
c) We could not find any evidence of incorporation under any  act. 
 
a) As a result of these investigations Mr Frittmann myself and one other   set up 

a trust. We called the trust the Animal Welfare Institute of New Zealand  
 

b) The purpose of calling the trust that was to see if we could incorporate the 
trust and there by prove if any other body corporates existed in that name, 
or not. 

 
 
 
What is AWINZ (Animal Welfare Institute of New Zealand) 
 
14) It is important for the court to understand what AWINZ is , or claims to be  
 

a) this  MAF publication  available on the internet possibly best sets out the 
public role that this “organisation “ plays  Attachment E 

 
b) Attachment F gives further clarification of the public role .  

 
c) The legislation which sets to the criteria for approved organisations is the 

animal welfare Act in particular sections 121,122 and 124 Attachment G 
 

d) Animal welfare institute of New Zealand ( AWINZ) through Wells  has entered 
into  contracts with  central and local government  
i)  Attachment  D   Memorandum of understanding with MAF 
ii)      Attachment C Memorandum of understanding Waitakere City  

 
e) AWINZ undertakes  prosecutions on behalf of  local government , lays 

informations  and Wells as Barrister  Offers diversion   for a donation to 
AWINZ Attachment H 

 
f) AWINZ solicits public donations.  Attachment I  this was sent out with dog 

registration forms  sent out on behalf of Waitakere City council . 
 

g) According to  its own policy in the  inspectors manual  Attachment J 
excerpts from inspectors manual its customers are the PUBLIC  

 
h) Produces a policy manual for animal welfare inspectors and provides them 

with a warrant card. Attachment K 
 

15) AWINZ is an approved organisation under the Animal welfare act 1999 an act which 
was co written By Neil Wells.( as admitted to in his  affidavit ) 

 
16) Section 121 122 and 124  Attachment G of the act  show the  requirements  and 

criteria  for  an approved organisation    . 
 

http://www.verisure.co.nz/mou%20MAF.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/biosecurity-27.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/biosecurity-67.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/Animal%20Welfare%20Act%201999%20No%20142.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/mou%20MAF.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/mou%20waitakere.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/information.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/donation%20request.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/inspectors%20manual.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/cert%20of%20appointment.doc
http://www.verisure.co.nz/Animal%20Welfare%20Act%201999%20No%20142.pdf
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Wells and AWINZ background   
 
18) In  1995 Wells as NE Wells and associates,  a trading name  for himself at that 

time, consulted to Waitakere city , I have not been able to establish if  he 
approached  the city or the city approached him  but the document  I have is 
Attachment N 

 
a) On the final page of this document   Wells states  
 

 
 

b) I believe this   to be the motive for setting up the  “ organisation”  which if 
run by just one person  could prove to  be extremely  lucrative  . 

 
c) The reality is that  , with the current set up , it is not the council  who would be 

the  recipient of these “rewards” , but the  person controlling the AWINZ bank 
account which I have proved to be Wells on his own.  

 
d) As per his own  affidavit  Wells became involved in the writing of the new Bill 

and I have found that he was responsible for the section relating to approved 
organizations. 

 
i) The date of assent of the act was 14 October 1999. 

 
e) On 22 November 1999 Wells applied for the animal welfare institute of New 

Zealand to become an approved organisation under the act. Attachment L He 
gave assurances that the public accountability, the functions and the ability 
to enter into contracts which as required by section 122 of the act 
 Attachment G   were satisfied by incorporation under the charitable trusts 
act.  
i) He makes the application as a trustee of a trust which his own 

documentation proves was not established at that time by trust deed as 
claimed. 

 
f) He signed contracts with  MAF and Waitakere city   without reference to any 

other trustees Attachment C     Attachment  D   using the Name animal 
welfare institute of New Zealand  without reference to any definition  of its 
status or reference to the existence or identity any of the other trustees. 

 
i) In my working knowledge of the law , in the absence of incorporation, 

that would  make  the Animal Welfare Institute Of New Zealand is at best 
a trading name for himself  but cannot be presumed to be any more than 
that. 

 
g) Wells produced an instructor’s manual which bears his signature Attachment 

J and claims to have been issued by a board of trustees. ( only a few  pages 
have been provided  full copy  available on request )  

 
h) We proved, by default, by incorporating our trust  in the name of name 

Animal welfare Institute of New Zealand that   no other entity was 
incorporated in that name. ( no  two   entities can be registered  under the 
same or similar names ) 

 

http://www.verisure.co.nz/consultant%20for%20waitakere%20city.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/mou%20waitakere.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/mou%20MAF.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/inspectors%20manual.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/inspectors%20manual.pdf
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i) I have provided  charitable trust Act references  on how boards of trustees 
are formed  and the  ability of  incorporated trusts   to enter  into contracts 
as if they are  a person  Attachment G 
 
i) Because the name Animal welfare Institute of New Zealand was not 

incorporated the provisions of  the charitable trust Act do not apply.   
 
19) In my work as a private Investigator I am very aware of   the names in which   

contracts can be entered into , ie  registered under any act  which gives the 
organisation the right  to enter into contracts as  a legal person/entity 
a) If the name is not a legal name then there is no ability to sue or be sued. 

 
b) In this instance those alleging to be the  trustees of AWINZ   sued me using  

their legal name,  which is as shown on the court documents as Neil Wells 
,Wyn Hoadley as trustees  of the Animal Welfare Institute of New Zealand . 

 
i)  It is the only name they can sue and be sued in and in absence of a 

definition I believe that this is their legal name. 
 

ii) If the legal name was the Animal Welfare institute of New Zealand then 
the proceedings would have been in that name. 

 
iii) There are three plaintiffs who together   collectively call themselves the 

Animal welfare Institute of New Zealand which  in the absence of  
incorporation/ registration under any act  which allows trusts  to be 
registered as  body corporate ,I believe effectively is a trading name for  
their  trust, i.e. the name they collectively call themselves. 

 
iv) Any contract that is binding would have  needed to be in the  legal name  

or a definition defining what the Animal welfare institute of New Zealand 
is , Only  through incorporation  does the name become  that of the entity 
it represents, and requires no further definition. 

 
v) Special relevance is the inability of  unincorporated trusts to hold 

trademarks  Attachment G trademarks 
 
 
20) These proceedings  have been to force us to give up the name  , the proceedings 

were never for any one  to acquire the name , the  intention was to force us to 
pay for their  lawyers intimidation   and force us to vacate the name , I believe 
the purpose  is so that Wells could  cover up . Attachment X 

 

 
 

a) I believe that the defamation claims and the attack on my business have 
been thrown in as good measure to add incentive for me to comply with their 
demands and a result otherwise not attainable through this court. 

 
b) Not at any stage  has there been any  evidence that the plaintiffs are in fact 

the same group of people  as are purportedly represented by the  application  
made in 1999   by Wells , an application which was made  before  any trust 
deed was signed. 

 
 
 

http://www.verisure.co.nz/Animal%20Welfare%20Act%201999%20No%20142.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/Animal%20Welfare%20Act%201999%20No%20142.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/emails%20from%20wright.pdf
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Who is telling the truth and who is  telling lies  
 
21)  As this matter related to Quantum, It is important for the court to decide who is 

believable and who is not.  I hope that the court shares my view that lies and 
deceit should not be rewarded and that it is not for the court to condone 
corruption . 

 
a)  I have  compiled a  list of   contradictory statements made by  Neil Wells, 

The question I ask is  -  how many deceptions/contradictions, make  out right 
lies .  

 
b) To me there are only two possible options  

i)  he  shows incompetence that  would  put his  ability to practice as a 
barrister in doubt 

ii) His intentions are fraudulent 
 
22) In what I have found and will expose in the affidavit is that there is a very strong 

element of deceit which in my mind puts this in the fraudulent category. 
 
23) This matter is however in the civil jurisdiction and the proof I have is not 

intended to be to criminal prosecution standards. I hope that I with the following 
proof that in all probability, the court finds that I have spoken the truth and that 
there should be no compensation Payable.  

 
a) The New Zealand Bill of rights  1990 in section 14  states Freedom of 

expression  -Everyone has the right to freedom of expression, including the 
freedom to seek, receive, and impart information and opinions of any kind in 
any form. 

b) If a civil defamation claim   such as the one  which  Wells has before  the 
court, where  questions  were asked based on real concerns,  was to succeed  
then,  I believe that  section 14   does not give us the rights  it expresses  
and the  bill of rights only gives us the right to be sued for  exercising the 
rights  confirmed by it 

 
24) The listed below  deceptions is not the complete list  ,the  deceptions also extend 

to   statements to the court  (  perjury in my book) and for example  
a)  In the affidavit supplied by Wells, 10 December 2007 he states “ I am  

authorised to speak  on behalf of AWINZ 2000.  
i) This strikes at the root of the deception which he has attempted to portray 

 
b) AWINZ 2000 is just a name it is not a body of persons you will not find  

AWINZ 2000 registered   under any act, the plaintiffs are three individual  
natural persons , we do not  have proof ( and never have had  proof)  by way 
of certified copy or   original trust deed that they are  who they claim to be .    
Section 515 district court rules  relates to a body corporate and Wells by his 
own admission in Attachment O  ( 17 March 2000)  makes the distinction 
between trusts and bodies corporate. 

 
 
 

i) BY his own explanation in this email Wells asserts that the trust is not a 
body corporate.  

 

http://www.verisure.co.nz/communications%20with%20Maf.pdf
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c) The plaintiffs are three natural persons; the only one we have ever seen at 
court is Wells.  I believe that this is Orchestrated so that there can be no slip 
up as only truth flows freely. I will show that Wells has struggled to keep the 
story according to script. 

 
i) In paragraph 3 of his affidavit, he states “That I and the other plaintiffs” 

this indicates that he acknowledges the plaintiffs as individuals. 
 

d) Coutts in his very late affidavit 11 Feb 2007 makes reference to Wells’s 
Affidavit, I wonder why   Coutts was not able to provide an affidavit of his 
own and why Nick Wright is now so protective about my ability to cross 
examine Coutts.   Attachment A  

 
e) The deception which Wells strives to assert, that the Animal Welfare Institute 

of New Zealand is a body corporate, strikes at the very heart of these 
proceedings, and by making that assertion to the court in his affidavit I 
believe that Wells is misleading the court.  

 
i) He is a barrister and barristers should know. 

  
25)  When I was denied a defence, I published the documents on pages starting from 

http://www.verisure.co.nz/awinz.htm , Scanned copies of documentation not relied on 
for this affidavit are there in addition to the documents attached as appendixes hereto. 

 
Deception 1 The application  to the  minister dated 22 November 1999  to 
become an approved organisation  under the Animal Welfare Act ,  note that   
Wells give his home address for a registered office,   

1. Only registered entities have registered offices.    
2. This office was not a registered office, in that it was not registered 

Attachment L page 2  
 

 
 

     
Deception 2 on the same page the application states, 
 

 
1. To me  at least this  clearly conveys the message that a trust deed  

existed  on the date of application 22 November 1999  
2. The  unverified copies of a trust deed were produced  in 2006  dated  

1 march 2000 (Appendix G wells  affidavit )  

 
 
3. ON the   application to the  charities commission  he claims he 

became a  trustee on  1/3/2000 Attachment Y   
 
 
Deception 3  “It is  being registered under the   charitable trust act  “  

 

http://www.verisure.co.nz/awinz.htm
http://www.verisure.co.nz/application.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/Charities%20commission%20application.pdf
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1. Registration would have had the effect of incorporating the trust so 
that it becomes a legal entity in its own right.  Attachment G 

2. the statement claims that  the process of incorporation has begun  
a. later  he contradicts  this Attachment O 

 
3. It was never registered (proved by our ability to incorporate the 

name) 
 

Deception 4 Attachment L    at point 10.5 in the application  

 
 

1. I believe that  this statement gives the assurance  that  the   trust will be 
registered to comply  

 
2. A  board of trustees pursuant to the  Charitable trust act  will be in control   

a. The assurance is given of accountability which is required by section  
122 of  the Animal welfare  act .  Attachment G 

 
3. the trust was never registered as claimed ( as proved ) 

 
4. Wells  proved by the provision of the trust deed  dated 1 March 2000 ,  that  

a trust had not even  been formed at that stage and there was no signed, 
there is no evidence that a trust existed at  that time and I  therefore 
question  how can a non existent trust make decisions as to  incorporation?  

 
Deception 5   Attachment O
 
This email from Wells to MAF 17 March 2000  Wells who had  in 1999 given the 
assurances  that the trust “has been formed by way of trust deed and is being  
incorporated “   asks  is incorporation can be reviewed  and claims that  
incorporation will add months  to the process . 

 
 

1. On 17 June 1999 Wells signed a document to incorporate a trust called 
the  Ark angel trust and  another trust the National Animal Welfare Trust 
Board  , it is not know what date the documents were sent in to the 
registrar  but this trust was incorporated  on 28-JUL-1999.  a period of  five 
weeks , just over a month, hence not months ( these documents are 
viewable  on the other register of the ministry of economic developments 
public record. www.companies.govt.nz  )  Attachment V  

 
2. Four months  had  elapsed  between November 22nd 1999  when  Wells  

stated  that “ it was being incorporated “  and March 2000  when he 
said the process would take too long.   

a. Had the process begun as claimed in November 1999 the trust 
would  well and truly have been incorporated by March  2000   

http://www.verisure.co.nz/Animal%20Welfare%20Act%201999%20No%20142.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/communications%20with%20Maf.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/application.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/Animal%20Welfare%20Act%201999%20No%20142.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/communications%20with%20Maf.pdf
http://www.companies.govt.nz/
http://www.verisure.co.nz/ark%20angel%20trust%20certified%20copy.pdf
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3. When I incorporated our trust the process took just over a week from the 
time we sent it into the registrar and I am a lay person not a barrister. 

 
Deception 6     Attachment O

In this email,17 March 2000 obtained from the minister of Agriculture,  Neil 
Well’s indicates that  “there is no need for the organisation to be a  body 
corporate “ there by  confirming that he knows that an unincorporated trust 
is not a body corporate.  

 
 

1. The Justice.  web site at   
http://www.justice.govt.nz/maorilandcourt/glossary.htm  defines body 
corporate as  

Body corporate A legal entity such as a company, incorporation, or 
Maori trust board.   
 
2. Wells in this email  misleads the minister  that there is no requirement 

to be a body corporate  

 
 

3. this is in direct conflict with the application in which he  at point 10 
the institutes compliance with section 122 states at 10.5 

 

 
 
 

4. In the Email above  I note  he does not make reference to trusts   
they too become a body corporate but only when the trustees are 
incorporated as a board of trustees under the act. Attachment G  I 
believe that the reference of trust was deliberately left off so as 
mislead the ministers office as to the importance of incorporation in 
such a public role. 
 

a. I witnessed Wells misleading people on the AACT  by  
manipulating the law and I see this as an example of how he 
achieves his objectives. Because He asserts repeatedly that he 
is a barrister people assume that the guidance they are 
receiving from his is legitimate and accurate, when in  reality I 
see him  say whatever  suits the event and  the intended 
outcome. 

 
 
    
Deception 7   Attachment J  page 4 the manual Wells provides to animal welfare 
officers 

 

http://www.verisure.co.nz/communications%20with%20Maf.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/communications%20with%20Maf.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/Animal%20Welfare%20Act%201999%20No%20142.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/inspectors%20manual.pdf
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1. Wells   in the manual asserts the  AWINZ is a body corporate   which  
is in direct conflict with what  asserts to the minister in the email 
Attachment O when he  states   

 

 
 

2. The trust is not incorporated and is by the justice department legal 
definition not a body corporate .  Attachment G  

 
3. The only person who signed the manual  was Wells  who signs on 

behalf of a board of trustees.(trust boards are formed under the 
charitable trusts Act ) .  Attachment G  

 
 Deception 8 And on page  5  of the Inspectors manual pages which have been  
supplied Attachment J

 
1. An  unincorporated body such as AWINZ cannot sue or be sued in that 

name.  I have trouble rationalising that it can then become a 
prosecuting authority. 

 
2. It also conflicts with his previous statement  in deception 6  

 
 
Deception 9   Attachment OWells states  
 

 
 

1. This assurance made in an email from Wells in  2000  is that the trust will be 
registered.  

 
2. Indicating that despite the assertion in 1999, that it was being incorporated, 

this had not occurred.  
 

3. He mislead the  Ministry in believing that incorporation is part of the 
requirements for IRD 

 
4. Since Wells was so deeply involved in the writing of the act he would have 

been seen as an authority on it and it would not have been too difficult of 
him to persuade lay persons as to his desired the interpretation of the act.  

http://www.verisure.co.nz/communications%20with%20Maf.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/Animal%20Welfare%20Act%201999%20No%20142.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/Animal%20Welfare%20Act%201999%20No%20142.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/inspectors%20manual.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/communications%20with%20Maf.pdf
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a. His involvement  with the ministry has been lengthy and I believe that 
he was trusted unquestioningly  which   in my experience gives great 
grounding   for deception to occur once full trust is achieved.  

 
5. Again he gives an assurance which he does not carry out or intend to carry 

out until 2006 when it became really urgent and necessitate harassing me 
because I have proved, through incorporating the identical name that it was 
not incorporated. 

 
a. When I started to ask, council and the minister, questions about the 

lack of incorporation the court action started. The defamation claims I 
believe were intended to stop me from asking questions  

 
Deception 10   Attachment O email Wells 17 March 2000 

 

 
1. The trust deed was not produced until after we incorporated the name in 

2006. It was our incorporation of the name which forced this move.The 
ministry  of Agriculture   did not  have one on file  neither did Waitakere 
City council, the first trust deed   was produced with  the letter from 
Brookfield’s in 26 June 2006 . Attachment Z 

 
2. Reference  in  the email here is to the trust deed (singular). 

 
3. In  the Email from Wells 25th March 2000 obtained   from the minister of 

Agriculture Attachment Z again a reference to just one   trust deed  
 

 
 

4. Later we will are told that there are two trust deeds when we ask to verify 
the copy against the original. 

a.   We were briefly shown a document  which has no resemblance to 
the copy  produced ( as attached to  Affidavit Wells ‘G” )and are told 
that this is the” other” copy    Attachment  P  

 
5. We are told by Wright ( plaintiffs lawyer)  that unfortunately the   original 

which was used  to produce the unverified copy has been lost  Attachment Q   
   

 
Deception 11  Attachment O  email  wells   

 

http://www.verisure.co.nz/communications%20with%20Maf.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/LETTER_TRUSTEES.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/LETTER_TRUSTEES.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/affidavits%20supplied%20may%202007.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/request%20for%20proof.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/communications%20with%20Maf.pdf
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1. Originals are never sent when  registering a trust for incorporation, only  

certified copies are sent,  
2. Wells had  sent certified  copies when he registered the Ark angel trust and 

the National animal welfare trust just months earlier.   Attachment V   
 
Deception 12   Attachment O   email wells 25 March 2000 

 
 

1. If this  statement  was true the trust would have been registered. 
 
Deception 13 Attachment O

 
1. Again By inference the statement  is  that there is only one copy of the 

trust deed ,  
2. If there  were two copies why could he not have sent the other copy to 

the minister? 
 

Deception 14 Attachment O

 
 

1. The trust deed which we were provided with in 2006, Appendix G of 
Wells affidavit - does not have a clause 20  and  only goes to clause 19. 

 
2. What I find so intriguing is that in a three line email there are four 

serious deceptions which have a powerful effect in leading to the 
approval  of AWINZ as an approved organisation . 

 
Deception 15 Appendix G of Wells affidavit  
 

1. This trust deed was first seen in June 2006 when it was sent   just after  
the fist  demand letter, Attachment Z 

 
2. Up to that date the , Minister of agriculture did not have one on file  

Waitakere city had not  seen one.  
 

a. I believe that  it is was a retrospectively  created document to 
address the need to legitimise the activities of AWINZ 

 
3.  The first  deed that was seen by any one, was the unverified copy 

produced in June 2006 and given to us as “evidence” that the trust 
existed.  

http://www.verisure.co.nz/ark%20angel%20trust%20certified%20copy.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/ark%20angel%20trust%20certified%20copy.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/communications%20with%20Maf.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/communications%20with%20Maf.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/communications%20with%20Maf.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/LETTER_TRUSTEES.pdf
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4. The document is unverified and the original of it now reportedly lost, 

never been sighted.  Attachment Q   
 

5.  I have collated the signatures on the bottom of the pages  to show how 
they vary in intensity. Attachment R  sample below  

 

         
6. I believe that  it is possible for one person to use one pen and another 

person to use a different pen  , but the signatures look as if pens  were 
swapped  about  from page to page  by  the users. This variation in my 
opinion  is  what occurs when you cut and paste from  other documents  

 
7. At settlement conference I asked to see the original trust deed, I 

expected to see a document which had the same variation of intensity as   
indicated by the copy. Instead what I was shown was a document   
which had the same pen used by all signatories and the same level of 
intensity. 

 
8. This document was only hastily shown and the judge threw it back at the 

plaintiffs in a manner which I interpreted to be “disgust.” 
 
9. I questioned why the documents looked different and was told that this 

was the “other original.” 
 

10. This was backed up with Nick wrights email 25 may 2007 Attachment Q   
which stated  

2.  I will ask Neil where that duplicate copy is.  Frankly though, this seems like a 
complete waste of time to me.  Even if that document is no longer available for some 
reason it does not change the fact that the signatories to the agreement have stated 
that it was signed in March 2000, and that a duplicate original was signed then too.  
 

11. An electronic version was sent of the document, on electronic versions 
you   can look  at the  file properties and  I  found that the  file had been 
created by Wells on  27 June 2006 . Attachment R  

 
12. I believe that the question in the absence of any other proof  has to be  

a. is the document  which  is  being passed off as the trust deed  
actually  a document signed  on the  1st March 2000 ?  

b. - or  was a document  manufactured in 2006 to address a need   
and when   questions were asked  was an “original”  hastily 
created? 

c. At no time at any hearing in  2007  has mention been made  to 
the subsequent trust deed  a  copy of which I have attached 
Attachment M  and referred to the original trustees and not those 
who these proceedings relate to . 

d. This  trust deed was not referred to in the affidavits  supplied  in 
2007  Attachment P 

 
13. The witness to the signatures was Tom Didovich who came to the 

settlement conference  claiming to be  another  member of the trust but 
is not mentioned as a party to these proceedings, 

http://www.verisure.co.nz/request%20for%20proof.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/email%20wright%2012%20February.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/trust%20deed%20signatures.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/email%20wright%2012%20February.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/trust%20deed%20signatures.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/new%20deed.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/affidavits%20supplied%20may%202007.pdf
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a.  according to  the minister  he was appointed  trustee on 13 July 
2006 Attachment S 

b. the notice of proceedings was filed on the 18th  July 2006  
c.  But he was not mentioned as a trustee on the court documents.  

 
 
Deception 16, affidavit Neil Wells 31 may 2007  Attachment P 

 
1. At point 24 Wells states 

The first draft of the Deed of Trust was written in 1998 but not signed as the 
Bill had not been passed and the criteria for approved status were still under 
review. 

 
And at point 27  Wells states  
 
27. A formal application for approved status was made by the Trust on 
22 November 1999 and the application included the final draft of the 
deed of trust unexecuted. 

 
2. I think that this is odd , why would  a trust need to  wait for a bill to be 

approved,  this I believe  shows that, if it was set up at that time, the 
trust was set up  for no other reason than to become  an approved 
organisation.  

 
3. The act states under 122 Attachment G  a) The principal purpose of the 

organisation is to promote the welfare of animals.  I believe that a bona 
fide trust, interested in setting up a trust  for animal welfare would have  
had a trust deed , just like the other two trust  , the  Ark angel trust and 
National Animal welfare trust which Wells incorporated in 1999 and had 
formed by way of trust deed in early 1999 ( documents public record  
can  be located  on the companies web site,)  Attachment V   

 
4. This statement  is inconsistent with the statement he made in November 

1999 when he  asserted  that a trust HAD  been formed by way of trust 
deed.  
 

Deception 17 In paragraph 28 of the affidavit  Wells  states Attachment O
 

“Once the formal process of applying to the Minister for approved 
organisation status had some certainty it was agreed that the trust deed 
would be executed.” 
 
1. Once again this in direct conflict with what he put on the application and 

what the correspondence with the minister had indicated.  

 
 
And Attachment O

 

http://www.verisure.co.nz/affidavits%20supplied%20may%202007.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/Animal%20Welfare%20Act%201999%20No%20142.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/ark%20angel%20trust%20certified%20copy.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/communications%20with%20Maf.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/communications%20with%20Maf.pdf
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Deception 18  
In paragraph 29 Wells  states  Attachment P   
“Tom Didovich, who was then Manager of Animal Welfare Services, 
Waitakere City, picked up the two original copies from me on or about 28 
February 2000 and took them to each of the other three trustees for signing 
He was the witness to each of the three signatures.” 
 
1. I wonder why a trust was set up without a trust deed  

i. and why you would tell the minister in November 1999 that a trust had 
been formed by way of trust deed when the trust deed clearly had not been 
finalised or signed,  

ii. And what neutrality is it to use the person  who you are going to enter a 
MOU with to  witness the  trustees signatures  and collect them by driving 
about Auckland. Didovich Affidavit Attachment P  . 

iii.  Why not do this at one of the many meetings which a trust has. 
 
Attachment C  MOU  Waitakere 

 
 

Deception 19 Wells on oath confirms that there were two copies of  the trust deed  
Attachment P  
 

 
 

I believe this to be in direct contradiction to Attachment O 
 

 
 
Deception 21 Wells in this affidavit asserts Attachment P  
 

 

http://www.verisure.co.nz/affidavits%20supplied%20may%202007.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/affidavits%20supplied%20may%202007.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/mou%20waitakere.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/affidavits%20supplied%20may%202007.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/communications%20with%20Maf.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/affidavits%20supplied%20may%202007.pdf
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i. The copy  which he have been supplied with and  again is provided as part of the  
evidence  in the affidavit  Wells  has provided  the court   appendix G  has now 
been lost.  Attachment Q   

 
ii. Why has  Wells continued to  rely on the   unverified copy of the document  

which now cannot be produced?  Attachment Q   
 
iii. Why if the documents were  signed simultaneously did I  see such a difference in 

the  signatures between the copy supplied and the “ other” original? 
 
iv. I had asked for  affidavits from the trustees   to prove that they had signed them  

and the response from Wright was  

 
 

v. I do not believe that the affidavits subsequently supplied was ever filed in court. 
Attachment  P 

 
 
Deception 22   paragraph  35 of the affidavit Attachment  P Wells  
 

 
This makes very little senses given the assurances to the Minster and the ministers 
office of registration Attachment L

 
 And Attachment O

 
 
Deception 23 , item 35 in Wells affidavit  he states   

 
 

i. Information from their own web site (www.Animal welfare.org) Attachment T 
states the  following AWINZ monitored the treatment of animals in the making of 
Lord of the Rings in New Zealand. Special Thanks from TheOneRing.net “  

http://www.verisure.co.nz/affidavits%20supplied%20may%202007.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/affidavits%20supplied%20may%202007.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/application.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/communications%20with%20Maf.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/lotr.pdf
http://www.theonering.net/movie/crew.html
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 this movie was released in  2001 Attachment T so how is it that this trust can claim to 
have traded  before 2005 or did they dispense with the necessity to pay tax? 

 
 
Deception 24 
    The link  on the  animalwelfare.org.nz  website   goes to the  address 
http://archives.theonering.net/movie/crew.html   this  website states   
 

NO ANIMAL WAS ABUSED, ILL-TREATED OR NEGLECTED IN THE MAKING OF 
THIS MOVIE. 
ANIMAL ACTION WAS MONITORED BY THE ANIMAL WELFARE INSTITUTE OF 
NEW ZEALAND. 
  

1. This in itself was a deception as “ AWINZ” was not approved by the 
American Humane society  and  had no authority to use that  trade 
marked  tag line Attachment T  page 1 

 
2. I have communicated with  Actress Anna Wilding  who  worked on the set  

she confirmed that  an organisation   called  the animal welfare institute 
of New Zealand  was involved,  she  has knowledge of communications 
between Wells for AWINZ and  Peter Jackson.  

 
3. I have researched and found that a number of horses were injured on the 

set and some were destroyed as a result of their injuries. 
 

4. I also spoke to a Unitec lecturer who now resides in Australia she 
reported being paid  Neil Wells for her work in the Lord of the Rings. 

 
 

Deception 23   paragraph  39 of the affidavit Attachment  P

 
1. I note that   formal application was made  a month after  the  demand letter was 

sent to us, Attachment Z  
 

2.  I believe that this  is a clear indication that   by raising questions and registering 
the trust  that   Wells  made moves to become accountable. 

 
3.  However nowhere does Wells  mention that this application involved the 

creation of a new trust deed. Attachment M 
 

a. I believe  that it is because the charitable objective old trust deed was not 
in line with  the criteria for  obtaining charitable status 

b.  The IRD required the trustees to be named. 

http://www.verisure.co.nz/lotr.pdf
http://archives.theonering.net/movie/crew.html
http://www.verisure.co.nz/lotr.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/affidavits%20supplied%20may%202007.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/LETTER_TRUSTEES.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/new%20deed.pdf
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c. It should be noted  that the signatures on the new trust deed all  look  
consistent in intensity as opposed to the deed    produced  by wells in his 
appendix G  

 
 

Deception 25   Misleading the court through   Wright counsel for plaintiffs  
 

In the memorandum WITH RESPECT TO SETTLEMENT CONFERENCE 
DATED THE 18th DAY OF MAY 2007 Nick Wright on page 5 paragraph 12 states “She 
has registered a trust under the same name, taking advantage 
of a simple oversight on the part of the plaintiffs in having not done so.” 
 

1. I believe that to make an over sight once is fair enough   but to be making 
them constantly means either gross incompetence of a barrister or it shows 
an intent to defraud.  

 
2. I believe that Wells intended to set up his very own SPCA which had all rights 

and privilege, all appearances of legitimacy, no accountability and huge 
potential profits . 

 
Deception 26   manual for inspectors   Attachment J

  The tile page states  
 

 
 

1. I believe this gives the appearance that the trust board is incorporated as a 
board.  

2. reference to the   legislation Attachment G and to 
3. The email from Wells drawing a distinction between trusts and Corporations 

Attachment O  serve to further the pretence. 
 

 
 
 
Deception 27    Attachment JThe definitions page  in the manual states  
 

 
 

1. It does not define the real name of the trust and gives the appearance that a 
legal entity of that name exists in its own right. 

 
2. The definition should   define the  entity , in the form that it is used  and in the 

absence of incorporation the Animal welfare institute of New Zealand effectively 
has no meaning more than a few words strung together. 

 
 
 
 
 
Deception 28    Attachment JAppendix vi of the manual   states  in the foot notes  

http://www.verisure.co.nz/inspectors%20manual.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/Animal%20Welfare%20Act%201999%20No%20142.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/inspectors%20manual.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/inspectors%20manual.pdf
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3. And on the next page 

  

 
 

4. But we have already seen that  Wells has asserted to the minister Attachment O 
 

 
 

 
 

5. I believe that  a trust may be a legal person ( only when represented through 
the identities of the trustees ), but  it  can only become a body corporate  
through registering as  a trust board , for this belief I rely on  section 11 
charitable trust act  Attachment G 

 
Deception 29 

4 December   2003  Attachment  D    ( first and last page MOU  MAF) 
 
i. Neil Wells signs  as  trustee  of the Animal 

Welfare Institute of New Zealand  but does 
not disclose in the document that  the trust 
in not incorporated and  therefore not a 
legal entity in  that name. 

 
ii. There is no reference to the existence of any 

other trustees.  
 

iii. There is no definition which defines the entity representing to be the Animal 
welfare institute of New Zealand. 

 
iv. Had the trust been incorporated  the method of signing would  be legal  in this 

form, but in my experience , in the  absence of a definition and further explanation 
this contract  is unenforceable  except  against Wells as a trading name. 

 
v. Effectively he is the only person entering into that contract as no other trustees 

signed.  
 

vi. I believe in view of the questions asked by MAF and the assurances and guidance 
given By Wells as Barrister  that he misled and confused them . 

http://www.verisure.co.nz/communications%20with%20Maf.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/Animal%20Welfare%20Act%201999%20No%20142.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/mou%20MAF.pdf
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vii. MAF failed  to take into account other legislation  which  provides the  

accountability  of parties to contracts.( and accountability as required by section 
122 ) 

 
 
Deception 30 Attachment C MOU Waitakere 
 

On 20  January 2004  wells  signed a MOU with Waitakere city  via  Tom 
Didovich  

 

 
 
 

1. Again  Wells is the only person who  is party to the contract effectively making 
the animal welfare institute of New Zealand a trading name for  himself. 

 
2. There is no definition of what AWINZ is or represents  

 
3. Tom Didovich  has no independence and time has shown him to be more 

involved in the  contract  than you would expect in a transparent  society 
a. He purportedly collected and witnessed the signatures of the trustees 
b. Became a trustee himself 
c. Neil wells took over Didovich’s job as manager animal welfare  when 

Didovich left Waitakere animal welfare  
 

4. This is a contract  of  public accountability and  we have a council employee  
contracting our services to himself! 

 
 
Deception 31 solicitation for donations Attachment I

 
1. The  “ trust”  which had used the logo  

 
2. Issued donation  letter   and changed its logo to Attachment I 

http://www.verisure.co.nz/mou%20waitakere.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/donation%20request.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/donation%20request.pdf
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(The colour in this logo is dictated by the  colour of the  document circulated with the 
Annual  dog registration  required by Waitakere city Council.) 
 

3. I believe  the ordinary person would have believed was  the same as the 
Waitakere animal welfares logo which  is shown  at the entrance to the council 
facility  and on the council cars.  

 

 
 

4. The deception here is that residents of Waitakere believe they are donating to 
the Animal Welfare  fund in Waitakere  when in fact the  money is going into an 
account administered by Wells alone. 

 
5. I covered this on one of the web pages which Wells has  kindly attached in his 

affidavit. 
 
 
  Deception 32 Attachment I solicitation for donations 
 

the donation letter   appendix  also states 
 

 

 
1. I investigated this and spoke to the surviving members of the NZ fund for 

humane research. From what I was told I ascertained that the trust had been 
dissolved and the money some $100,000 had been given to Neil Wells. 

 
2. The trust is still shown registered to the address of a trustee who believes the 

trust to have ceased. 
 

3. If Wells was operating the trust legitimately I would have expected that the 
registrar would have been advised of the changes and the old trustees to be 
aware of its continued existence. 
 
 

http://www.verisure.co.nz/donation%20request.pdf
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Deception 33 Attachment H  prosecutions  
 

1. Prosecutions commenced for matters reported by the animal welfare 
officers who worked for Wells as Animal  welfare manger  of Waitakere 
city Ciouncil 

2. The  matter is then referred on to “AWINZ” for  authority to prosecute 
3. Wells on behalf of AWIZ approved them for prosecution  

 

 
4. An AWINZ inspector  filed the information in court on  behalf of the 

Animal welfare institute of New Zealand   

 
 

5. Ant the barrister  engaged  by AWINZ as shown below Undertakes  the 
prosecution on behalf of AWINZ  

 

 
6. Wells as Barrister  offers diversion for a donation to  “AWINZ” 

 
7. The bank account into which this money is paid is  in the name of  

Animal welfare institute of New Zealand, it has no trust deed assigned to 
it, there is only one signatory   Neil Wells. 

 
a. When I was treasurer on the AACT Wells made a big deal out of  

what he claimed to be the legal requirement of trusts to have two 
signatories on cheques, I can even produce correspondence to 
this effect if necessary. 

 
8. For me it is extremely suspicious that Wells should have an account 

solely in his control yet not being in his name or reference to a trading 
name. 

a. I had a trading name once and the account showed Grace Haden 
trading as the Rose investigations. 

 
 Deception 34 the Charities commission 

 
1. In the affidavit dated 10 December Wells stated that he had registered with the 

charities commission. 
 
2. At the time I owned the company Animal Welfare institute of New Zealand, I 

requested documents as to how this unincorporated trust had become registered in 
a name which legally was not theirs . In the documents supplied there was an email 
Attachment Y   . Which I believe is  grossly defamatory  and makes out that I am 

http://www.verisure.co.nz/information.pdf
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the one  who is up to no good. And for my efforts have been reprimanded  by the 
courts.  This email I believe goes to show just how important these court 
proceedings have been in furthering his cause. 

 
3. I noted that the applications for the trustees had all been completed by Wells 

Attachment Y   . 
 

4. On any trust that I have been on ,the decision to  make such an application would  
be done  at a  trust meeting and  all being adults we would complete our own 
applications.  

 
5. I would presume that a trust of the nature of AWINZ, with its public responsibility, 

would have necessity to meet relatively frequently.  Instead Wells completes all the 
applications, To me it shows that he is also the secretary, treasurer, and CEO, which 
I find unusual and dangerous with regards to accountability. 

 

 
 
 
6. The deception here   is  entity details  name of legal entity   
 
7. Throughout these court proceedings we know that the name of the legal entity is as 

shown on these court documents. But on these document he writes under legal 
name  the Animal Welfare institute of New Zealand  

 
 

 
 
 
 
Deception 35 

1. Dates of commencement  of   Trustees Attachment S From official government 
sources   Wyn Hoadley commenced  on 1 July 2004 and Tom Didovich  on 13 
July 2006  

 
 

2. On the application to the charities commission Wells fills out the forms  and  
writes for  Hoadley Attachment Y   

 
And for Didovich  Attachment Y   
 

http://www.verisure.co.nz/Charities%20commission%20application.pdf
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Deception 36      For his own   form he inserts the date  

 
Which brings into question  the  claims made by him to the minister in his application 
letter 22 November 1999    where he signs  as trustee    Attachment L

 
 
 
 
 
Deception 37 statement of claim  

Paragraph 3 “The Minister was aware at that time that AWINZ 2000 was not yet 

constituted. Ministry staffs were in fact actively involved in assisting Mr Wells to 

set up AWINZ 2000 with the express purpose of applying for it to become an 

approved organisation.” 
1. The emails  communications with the  ministry staff would suggest that  this  

statement in the statement of claim  is intended to mislead the court 
Attachment O   

 
2. There is sufficient correspondence from the ministry requesting evidence of 

incorporation   and there is nothing to suggest in these emails  that ministry 
staff were “ actively involved”    Attachment O    Neesom email  

 

 
3. They ask  for answers and  I believe that they were constantly misled 

Attachment O  , I have seen Neil wells in action and I know how  he can 

http://www.verisure.co.nz/application.pdf
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come through very authoritative  and knowledgeable  but all the time 
spinning   and contorting facts.  

 
 

 
 
Deception 38 statement of claim  
 
“and exercising an animal welfare monitoring role on films made in New Zealand, such 
as the “Lord of the Rings’ trilogy” 

1. As previously shown  lord of the  rings was  filmed 199 -2001  From well’s   
affidavit  the  trust did not apply for an IRD number until 21 march 2005  
 Attachment  P 

 

 
2. The only possible  deductions can be that the trust 

a.   ignored the tax  provisions  or   
 

b. The name used at that time was a trading name for some other 
entity. 

 
c. I know that Wells communicated with Peter Jackson and can only 

presume that the entity was Wells himself. Because the trust had not 
been formed by that date and by his own admission to the charities 
commission he had not been appointed trustee.  

 
Deception 39 statement of claim 
  
In March 2006, the first defendant set up a website with a domain name almost 
identical to that used by AWINZ 2000. 
 Web site of the  plaintiffs has three  domain names  however the only name that  ever 
shows in the   address bar is always   

 
 
 
 

The website set up and operated by the trust I was a member  of  always showed  
 
 
 
 
 
I believe that this is distinctively different.  
 

http://www.verisure.co.nz/affidavits%20supplied%20may%202007.pdf
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Deception 40  Letter from  Wells to Waitakere animal welfare  
 

1. On 20 January 2004 Attachment C  Wells signs an MOU with Didovich  on 
30th  April 2004 he writes as trustee  exonerating the actions of an animal 
welfare officer under his  direct control   the letter  belying the direct 
responsibility that AWINZ had for the actions of the inspector. Attachment  B 

 
2. This is a clear indication that AWINZ has no public accountability,  which the  

act sought.  Section 122  Attachment G 
 

3. In this letter I believe  he deceives the Waitakere City council Mayor who 
later  relies on this letter as an authority  of an animal welfare organisation  
rather than the   “body” which  governs the controls and is responsible for 
the performance of the animal welfare officers   per the MOU with MAF 
Attachment  D    

 
 
Deception 41 Bank accounts  
When   we had the Animal welfare Institute of New  Zealand registered, I went to the 
bank in Remuera to open a bank account  and found that there was already a bank 
account open in  our legal name. 

 
i) I was directed to the Unitec branch at Mt Albert and   I produced  my drivers 

licence and  certificate of incorporation of  our trust, I told the  woman at the 
bank that this account was not ours but it concerned me that  there was an 
account open in our legal name. 

 
ii) I learnt from enquiries at the bank that the account only had one name 

associated with it and no trust deed. 
 

(1) I could see on the screen   that there were a number of accounts these 
accounts had well over $150,000 in them. 

 
iii) From the information I could see on the screen I could deduce that the 

person operating the account was Neil Wells. 
 

iv) Again the plaintiffs have made much of this and put a sinister slant on   my 
discovery, The only sinister slant is that   this account is in a name which is 
not that of a legal entity or made reference to a legal entity using that name. 

 
v)  I have evidence that this account is the account into which the donations  he  

solicits  by mail out to the public are paid. 
 

vi) The account is  Animal Welfare Institute of New Zealand                     
060968-0067477-02 National Bank Unitec Mt Albert 

 
Deceptions  using various entities to comply with  statutory  obligations . 
21)  The animal welfare act , contracts and status for IRD and charities commission    

required   compliance   these  were complied with  by use of entities  as follows.  
 

(1) NEW ZEALAND FUND FOR HUMANE RESEARCH  founded 14 August 1981  

http://www.verisure.co.nz/mou%20waitakere.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/From%20AWINZ%20to%20Tom%20Didovich.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/Animal%20Welfare%20Act%201999%20No%20142.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/mou%20MAF.pdf
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(a) There were four trustees, Wells was one of them, and I have spoken 
to the surviving trustees and the secretary whose address the trust 
is still shown as registered to.  

 
(i)  All three claimed that this trust was wound up in about 2002  

when Sir Frank Rutter passed on , and the remaining  money 
$100,000 was given to Neil Wells. 

 
(b) Wells has continued  to represent this  wound up  trust  and solicits 

donations for  this trusts purposes  Attachment I 
 

(c) This trust administered the Lord Dowding fund which he also  now 
claims to collect for Attachment I 

 
(d) This trust gave Wells the ability to claim Charitable ( donee status  

with  the IRD) when the AWINZ Trust deed was  re written to insert 
reference to  this trust. Attachment M  as opposed to the old deed 
attached at  appendix G  affidavit Wells. 

 
(2) NE Wells  and Associates ( trading name ) Attachment N    consulted 

to Waitakere  city   and  in 1995 reported 
 

 
 
 

(3)Ministry of Agriculture 
(a) He  co wrote  the  bill which  was to become the animal welfare Act  
(b)  He introduced into the  act the  sections  which  provided the  ability for 

“an approved organisation”  to be created under the act  
 

(4)Ark Angel trust and National Animal Welfare Trust  
(a) Two trusts which he formed in 1999 which he never mentions. 

 
(b) I have discovered any relevance or trading activity of these trusts 

other than they both have the same trustees Wells and two   
foreigners.   

 
(c) These two trusts to me ,  prove that Wells  knew  the  manner in 

which  trusts were incorporated including the fact that  a  verified 
copy of the trust deed is sent to the  registrar . Attachment V  

 
(5)Animal Welfare Institute of New Zealand unincorporated trust  

 
(a) Allegedly formed in 1998 1999   and 2000 depending on which 

document you happen to be looking at. 
 

(b) It became Approved organisation under the Animal welfare Act after 
Wells assured the minister that   it was being  registered and later that 
it would be  registered. Attachment L      Attachment O      

 
(c) Provides animal welfare officers to  Waitakere  and  till recently 

NorthShore Attachment C ( The loss of this contact by Waitakere City  

http://www.verisure.co.nz/donation%20request.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/donation%20request.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/consultant%20for%20waitakere%20city.pdf
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was due to their dissatisfaction of the level of service ,I was  told of 
this directly  when I met  with Warrick Robinson in 2006) 

(d) Solicits donations Attachment I 
(e) Undertakes public  prosecution under the animal welfare act, 

Attachment H 
(f) Claims to Monitor animals in the movies  including  

(i) Lord of the rings 1999-2001  although it did not have  IRD  
registration  until 2005 Attachment  P 

(g) Administers the Lord Dowding fund  a fund set up  by the dissolved 
 NEW ZEALAND FUND FOR HUMANE RESEARCH trust 
(h) Employs Neil Wells Barrister   to undertake  its prosecutions 

Attachment H 
(i) A  trust deed  for this alleged  “ organization” was not  sighted till 

2006 , originally it had one trust deed now has two, but  unfortunately 
cannot find the original  from which the unverified  copy, which is  so 
heavily relied on, was copied. Attachment O   

 
Extract from email reads “ I will ask Neil where that duplicate copy is.  Frankly though, 
this seems like a complete waste of time to me.  Even if that document is no longer available 
for some reason it does not change the fact that the signatories to the agreement have stated 
that  it was signed in March 2000, and that a duplicate original was signed then too.”  
 

(j) It should be noted that the affidavits referred to were supplied to the 
defence but I do not believe that they were ever filed in court.  

(k) I have  now discovered a new trust deed which has remained 
concealed from the  court. Throughout  2007  Attachment M 

 
(i) The trust claims to be charitable but it appears that the new trust 

deed was required by IRD so that it could qualify for charitable 
status.  

(ii)  Prior to this the only claim to it being charitable was Wells’s own 
assertions.  
1. The charitable status was never tested 
2. There was no accountability to any one 
3. We don’t know who the recipient of the “charitable” funds were. 

a. On the AACT it was my experience that it did not seem to 
matter who benefited, despite what the deed states. 

4. This trust operates in extreme secrecy and I found that very 
few people   knew of it, prior  to our registration of the name. 

  
(6)Waitakere City Council    

(a) As “Consultant “ to Waitakere in 1995 Attachment N   investigated 
animal  welfare  officers involvement with council. 

 
(b) Signed the  MOU for AWINZ  with  Tom Didovich  the  animal welfare 

manager Waitakere city  
 

(c) Became the Animal welfare manager Waitakere city when  Tom 
Didovich was removed from his  position. ( I believe that this was 
essential to  maintain the cover an outsider would have  cottoned on 
to  what  was happening) 

 
(d) Employs the animal welfare offers, hires fires them. They only have 

their warrants through AWINZ if employed by Waitakere city. 
(e) Approves prosecutions arising from their investigations Attachment H 

 
(f) Contracts to AWINZ ( effectively contracts  to himself ) Attachment C   

http://www.verisure.co.nz/donation%20request.pdf
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(7)UNITEC 
(a) Lecturer initially full time in animal law as per his own affidavit  

 
(b) Provided Unitec with the  animal  welfare  course which were required 

by new act animal welfare act , I have seen a document which  stated  
Unitec successfully  tendered  for these courses. 

 
(c) Ran animal welfare lectures but resigned to work for Waitakere city 

when Tom Didovich had to leave. 
 

(d) Brought  to Unitec a building complex to provide space to the School 
of Sport, College Sport and Air Training Corps “which not only 
provided space at a very low cost to Unitec “ but  at great expense to 
a youth organisation .( from  Citation  on his  CV) 

 
(e) Continued to lecture at Unitec as Wells Associates Ltd  ( as per 

invoices provided by late affidavit ) -a third party  and not a party to 
these proceedings.  

 
(f) Through these lectures provided the pre requisite qualifications   for 

appointed of animal welfare officers under the act. 
 

(8)Wells Associates Ltd  incorporated   20-JAN-2003 
(a) Director share holder ( with  wife Christine) 

 
(b) Audited the  animal welfare obligations for  North shore and Waitakere 

city to comply with the requirements of the animal welfare act and to 
the MOU signed  with MAF Attachment  D   

 
(c) Contracted to  Unitec for lectures to qualify the animal welfare workers 

for recommendation  for appointment under the act. 
 

(d) Director share holder Christine Wells   also   monitors animals in the 
movies she was the AWINZ representative on site for WATERHORSE.  

 
(9)Barrister sole 

(a)  undertakes  animal welfare prosecutions  arising from welfare officers 
investigations Attachment H 

 
(b)  Offers diversion after the information has been laid 

 
(c) Diversion offered on the basis of a donation to the  unincorporated 

charitable trust Attachment H 
 

(10) Auckland air cadet trust  
(a) Set up the trust  

 
(b) Chairman from formation until 2007 

 
(c) Arranged for contracts    which benefited Unitec    but did not  in my 

opinion  bear  the charitable  purpose of the trust  in mind. 
 

(d) The use of the AACT added to his standing at Unitec and acquired him  
a citation . 

 
 

http://www.verisure.co.nz/mou%20MAF.pdf
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vii) Through the use of these  entities  and the manner in which  Wells used 
them,  I believe to proves that he is a aware of what a legal entity is and  
how they function. 

 
viii) This forms the basis of my belief that he deliberately did not incorporate 

the  Animal welfare institute of New Zealand so that he  could benefit  from  
AWINZ using the deception that it was either  

 
(1) A quasi Government department cf.(work and income New Zealand ) 

WINZ  &  AWINZ 
(2) Part of Waitakere city  council 
(3) A legal entity in its own right  

 
ix) It is my professional opinion that   AWINZ is no more than a trading name 

that he gave himself and brought others in as an attempt to legitimize his 
deception when questions were asked. 

 
 
Conflict of interest is show  graphically in   Attachment W
 

In summary Neil Wells through is  
i) The Barrister who had co written the animal welfare act ( own admission ) 

 
ii) the lecturer at Unitec in animal welfare law instructing future animal welfare 

workers  ( his affidavit  and invoices 24 January 08 )  
 

iii) The applicant who as alleged trustee of a trust called the animal welfare 
Institute of New Zealand applied   for the organisation to become an 
approved organisation by virtue of section 121 of the act which  he had co 
written. Attachment L 

 
iv) the man who repeatedly gave undertakings that  that trust would be 

incorporated  but failed to do so despite  incorporating at least two other 
trusts that same year and one some years later. Attachment L  Attachment O 

 
v) The only signatory in legal documents contracting the Animal Welfare 

Institute of New Zealand to central and local government. Attachment C 
  Attachment  D    

 
vi) The employee of  Wells associates Ltd who contracts to Unitec and   who 

qualified applicants to become animal welfare officers through Unitec by 
marking their exams .(24 January affidavit Wells )  

 
vii) As a trustee  of AWINZ  the approved organisation he recommended them 

for appointment to animal welfare officers  Attachment J 
 

viii) The manager of Waitakere animal  welfare services who  employs and 
fires the animal welfare officers  

 
ix) As barrister acting for AWINZ  he took animal welfare complaints to court   

prosecuting in the name of AWINZ  claiming that it was a body corporate    
Attachment H Attachment Jand offers diversion to those being prosecuted 
Attachment H for a donation to AWINZ  for which he is the only   signatory to 
the bank account.  

 
x) Accepted donations by public fundraising and from diversion as “trustee“ of 

AWINZ  Attachment H   Attachment I 

http://www.verisure.co.nz/relationships.pdf
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xi) Was the only name connected to a bank account in the name of Animal 

welfare institute of New Zealand into which the money was paid. ( has in 
excess of $150,000 in it  )  

 
xii) The director of Wells and Associates who audits the quality of animal welfare 

services provided by AWINZ and Waitakere City   and contracts to Unitec for 
the animal welfare lectures which are prerequisite to appointment of animal 
welfare officers. 

 
xiii) Trustee of a “trust Board”   which is not incorporated or a body corporate 

but acts and  gives the impression and assurances  that  it is a “person” in its 
own right. Attachment O 

 
 Compliance  with  section 122 Animal welfare Act  
 
To become an approved organisation Wells  had to satisfy the requirements of the Act.   

a) Section 121 Approved organisations  

i) Wells  on 22nd  November 1999  applied  to the minister of Agriculture a 
trustee  of a trust, which he claimed   had been formed  by way of trust deed  
, Animal welfare institute  of New Zealand, to become an approved 
organisation Attachment L  . 

 
b) Section 122 (a)The principal purpose of the organisation is to promote the 

welfare of animals; The unsigned Trust deed  of AWINZ claims this, even though 
the  trust at that stage has not been formed and could therefore not have had a 
purpose.  
 

c) Section 122b) The accountability arrangements, financial arrangements, and 
management of the organisation are such that, having regard to the interests of 
the public, the organisation is suitable to be declared to be an approved 
organisation; 

 
i) Wells assures the Minister in  item 2 of the  application Attachment L  22 Nov 

1999 
 

 
 
 And  further gives the assurance of public accountability   by stating  in point 10.5 
 

 
ii) This would have given public accountability had it occurred. We proved by 

the incorporation of our trust that this did not happen and through the  
documents supplied have shown that he has avoided fulfilling this 
requirement. 

d) Section 122 (c) The functions and powers of the organisation are not such that 
the organisation could face a conflict of interest if it were to have both those 
functions and powers and the functions and powers of an approved organisation; 
and  

http://www.verisure.co.nz/communications%20with%20Maf.pdf
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i) I believe that this is an  interesting  point because effectively without 
incorporation  and without conclusive ( or verified ) proof that  AWINZ exist 
(and operates as one would expect a trust to operate), it is  very possible 
that  is just Neil Wells who  is the “ approved organisation”  and using the  
guise of the various organisations and  entities   he is involved  with Wells   
passed the no “visible” conflict test  on this one.( unless you look deeper) 

 
ii) The manner in which Wells has used various entities, to me, proves that 

Wells knows the significance of legal entities, which as a barrister I would 
hope he would know. In using the entities the way he has, I am of the 
opinion that   he demonstrates that he uses this knowledge to make it 
appear that the “conflict” described in section 122 has been mitigated. 

 

e) Section 122 (d) The employment contracts or arrangements between the 
organisation and the organisation's inspectors and auxiliary officers are such 
that, having regard to the interests of the public, the organisation is suitable to 
be declared to be an approved organisation;  

i) The animal welfare officers are not employed by AWINZ they are employed  
by Waitakere city  Council but Wells as their manager has full control over 
the hiring and firing  as will be shown later. 

ii) They do sign a contract with AWINZ  but since the  name used is the animal 
welfare Institute Of  New Zealand  I  question  the validity of such a contract 
as there is no definition of what AWINZ is. 

iii) Through the dismissal of Lyn MacDonald and Jane Charles, it saw that the 
inspectors do not get  support or assistance  from AWINZ.  (paragraph 23 ) 

 

f) Section 122 (e) The persons who may be recommended for appointment as 
inspectors or auxiliary officers— (i) Will have the relevant technical expertise and 
experience to be able to exercise competently the powers, duties, and functions 
conferred or imposed on inspectors and auxiliary officers under this Act;  

i) Unitec, where Wells was employed when he wrote the Act ,successfully 
tendered for the courses which were a prerequisite to  animal welfare officers 
being appointed. ( source page 2 of his CV on his affidavit ) 

ii) Wells, through Wells associates Ltd, Tutors the animal welfare officers at 
Unitec as can be seen by the affidavit   filed late on 24 January 2008 . 

(1) Wells associates Ltd was incorporated 20-JAN-2003 the shareholders and 
directors are  Neil Wells and his wife Christine. 

iii) Neil Wells on behalf of the AWINZ “board of trustees”  signed the inspectors 
manual  Attachment J 

iv) Wells as manager Animal welfare  supervises the inspectors and employs 
them on behalf of Waitakere city Council. 

 

g) Section 122 (2) The Minister may from time to time, on the recommendation of 
an approved organisation, appoint any person to be an inspector for the 
purposes of this Act.  

i) Neil Wells does the approving. I  have never seen any evidence of  a “board” 
being involved and when asked for proof this has been denied  Attachment Q 
  

h) Section 122 (4) The Minister may appoint a person to be an inspector under 
subsection (2) only where the Minister is satisfied that the person has the 

http://www.verisure.co.nz/inspectors%20manual.pdf
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experience, technical competence, and other qualifications to undertake the 
functions of an inspector.  

i) This assurance is given By Wells because he is involved in every step of the 
process even providing new jobs for the new graduates by having control 
over the firing process of the more senior ones – the ones who ask too many 
questions, seek accountability or are perceived as a threat. 

 

22) Continual deceptions Neil Wells uses this status as a barrister to make him 
believable.   

 
a) The deceptions listed above are only a representation and as I do want to ensure 

that criminal proceedings follow, I do not think it prudent to  prove more.   
 
b) Wells assassinates peoples characters by making  statements in the third person 

e.g  the statements he made to me when he forced me off the  Auckland air 
cadet trust being. 
i) You are rude to every one on the telephone 

 
ii) You are destroying the relationship between the trust and Unitec. 

 
c) When evidence of these statements is sought there is never any forth coming.  

 
d) I believe that there are many more documents like the email to the Charities 

commission Attachment Y    about, there are  no doubt many who believe  Wells 
and have been made to believe that  I am on some sort of vendetta,  when the 
reality is that I am being crucified for  attempting to expose corruption and 
saving  my own neck whilst being attacked by Wells and Wright through the 
court. 
 
i) I am certain that any one reading  the  emailAttachment Y   would  believe 

that the court is treating me as an offender,  rather that the truth being that 
I am a person being held into the court system  , continually intimidated and 
harassed for speaking and seeking the truth. 

 
Removal of animal welfare officers  
23) Wells  has used this  same third party  statement  technique to  remove    Jane 

Charles from her employment ,the statements ,which could not be proved in her 
case  was “ you are rude to  the rate payers”  Jane was dismissed directly because 
of me  . 

 
i) I had been to see Warwick Robertson at North shore city with regards to my 

concerns regarding AWINZ in early 2006. 
(1) Warwick and I had  been prosecuting sergeants together  
(2) We agreed that we were meeting confidentially ( this was Warwick’s  

request.) 
(3) I was asked to disclose who my contact was at Waitakere. 

(a) I did not wish to disclose this and   pulled a name out of the hat 
(4) The name I used was Jane Charles, I had not met her I had not spoken to 

her she was a total stranger. 
 

ii) I later met Jane when Neil removed her from her position and demoted her 
accusing her of being rude to rate payers.( I saw the parallels with  my 
removal of the AACT ) 

 
iii) I assisted Jane with collation of information for her tribunal hearing (which 

she won.) 

http://www.verisure.co.nz/Charities%20commission%20application.pdf
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(1)   In going through documents with her I made the connection, through 
the timing of events, that her removal from the job was directly 
attributed to my meeting with Robertson. 

 
24) Lyn MacDonald. known as the Bird lady who gives huge hours of voluntary time to 

bird rescue, was dismissed  by Wells because  she was suspected to be  my inside 
informer. 

 
a) Lyn was removed from her job By Wells for what was essentially a great public 

relations exercise for which she should have been commended. 
 

b) Lyn and I have become friends   but she is very much on edge about what she 
says to me  because  she  is currently before the  Employment relations 
authority for penalty for alleged  breach of confidentially , these arising  out of 
statements  which I had innocently made.  
 
i)  I   had heard from others that she had been dismissed  and that she had not 

wanted to  be pushed out of her job, I made  two comments  which  were  
based on the  fact that  people are removed from  their  jobs and are silence 
by confidentiality clauses. The statements went no further  than literally that  
and  for this the court action was taken . 

 
ii)  Because I made reference to  Lyn and confidentiality clauses  she is being 

taken to  employment  court at the instigation of Wells , to keep her silent 
,threatened with  penalty claims for breach of confidentiality. 

 
c) It came as no surprise that this action occurred directly after settlement 

conference where in the confines of the confidentiality that was supposed to 
have existed, I used her name.    

 
25) I believe that Wells is well versed at using the court as a weapon in my own 

instance I believe that the level of harassment   has been extreme. I have been  
 

a) Threatened with bankruptcy 
b) Wright   has stated “these proceedings have the very real potential to ruin your 

life.” 
c) I have had a statutory demand served on my  company  
d) Wright has stood in court and  listed  my families assets as if to obtain them to 

pay for his own mortgage. 
e) I suspect that Wright has a personal vendetta against me   which I believe stem 

from the  early days in this  matter  where I did not give in to his wife , his 
marriage broke up  and I wonder if I am being blamed for that as well. 

 
Investigations  
 
26) My initial investigations with those contracted to “AWINZ” in the capacity of animal 

welfare officers could not identify any other person’s involvement except for Wells.  
a) I made enquiries with Waitakere city council and the minister   as to the identity 

of the other trustees. I failed to identify any other trustees.  
 

b) No trust deed was locatable  it proved impossible to  ascertain who the other 
trustee were other than by inference on an unsigned trust deed  which 
accompanied the application Attachment L  

 
c) It was only after we had set up   a trust and registered it that   the information 

regarding the other trustees became known. When the  unverified ( and still 
unverified ) copy of a trust was sent to us 

http://www.verisure.co.nz/application.pdf
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i) The minister’s office did not have a copy prior to this date. 
 
27) The documents I obtained from the minister indicated that AWINZ was required to 

be incorporated for the accountability provisions and the assurances from Wells in 
the emails referred to indicated that  this was being done, the expectation therefore 
was that I would  find that AWINZ was incorporated. 
a)  I could not  find any proof of incorporation so  together with two others we 

incorporated the identical name, there by proving by default that the animal 
welfare institute of New Zealand did not  exist  as an entity in that name. Other 
than the one we had just registered.( no two legal entity’s can be registered in 
the  same  name). 

 
b) Our trust set up a web site and to draw distinction between the two AWINZ’s i.e. 

that we were incorporated and AWINZ which contracted to government was not. 
 

c) We obtained donee status from IRD and established that no other trust by that 
name  had  donee status.  
i) We pointed this out on our web site in mid 2006.   
ii) By  Well’s own admission in his earlier affidavit  donee status was not   

obtained by  his trust until December 2006,well after Waitakere animal 
welfare staff were making public statements that  donation status existed. 

iii) I have no doubt  that this application  was prompted by our exposure of that 
fact that they were offing  tax deductions for donations when there  was no 
legal  ability for the Waitakere AWINZ to do that. 

 
d) Even though I am a licenced private Investigator, I have no   greater abilities or 

rights,  than any other person to obtain documents,  many vital documents  are 
being  withheld, once an official investigations by the authorities  more  
documents will emerge, and  more conclusive proof, but I think that what I have  
already is pretty convincing. 

 
e)  Many of the documents  were obtained  under the official information act  many 

are his( Wells)   own documents and   I have show the contradictions  which  as 
so prolific that  they can only  fit in to a pattern of pre meditated deceit. 

 
28) Many people involved with AWINZ ,will not speak not me now having been warned 

off By Wells, Wells on the other hand claims that I have harassed them, this is 
simply not true but again another great ploy to discredit me. 

 
a)  I strongly object to people making judgments on uncorroborated evidence but it 

is human nature to believe some you think you can trust. 
 

b) A typical example is  when I  first enquired into the members of the original 
AWINZ , I spoke to plaintiff Coutts in early 2006, he told me that he did not 
recall having signed a trust deed and that  there had only been one meeting of 
the trust some time in 2004. After that he presumably  spoke to Wells and  
would not speak openly again, his replies form then on were I cannot  talk to 
you. 

 
c) Nuala Grove was very pleasant but  told me that she had  been told not to speak 

to me. She later did  speak to me and said that  the  signature I was referring to  
was hers, I questioned  if she had signed it on that document and she  re 
assured me only to say  that  the signature was hers. 

 
i) With today’s technology that statement    can be correct but  it does not  

mean that the  person whose signature it is  put it on that documents. 
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d) I spoke to Sarah Gilltrap   after I had contacted the others  she was very 
defensive and angry that I had called , I can only speculate that  her reaction 
was because she   had been told not to speak to me and goodness knows  in 
view of the   email to the charities commission  Attachment Y  , what  seeds had 
been planted in her mind about the kind of person I was. 

 
e) Wells in his affidavit accuses me of harassing these persons, I have phoned them 

and asked them  about their involvement with AWINZ, they have not been 
harassment, it has been alleged by Wells and is unsubstantiated and un proved..  

 
i) Because of the claims of   harassment I have been cautious in  calling people 

, It has worked  it stops people from seeking  the truth  and for that reason I 
believe that these people should be in court to  give evidence of the claims 
that wells makes on their  behalf. –  
(1) Why does a legitimate trust have to resort to such secrecy? 
(2)  Why has the court only heard from one person   and  
(3) why does Wells speak on  behalf of others..  I believe that this  is to keep 

the  stories consistent as much as he can. 
 
The Crime Which I believe I  have identified  
 
29) The crime which I firmly believe Wells is concealing is a white collar crime, a fraud, 

one that he has spent many years setting up, one that was carefully contrived and 
was destined to provide a very lucrative retirement package for Wells.  

 
30)  I am uncertain of how much he has reaped from it so far, but I am certain that a 

large amount of covering up has occurred   since I started asking questions. These 
are the questions which give rise to “defamation” charges.  

 
a)   The strain  and  ill effects on the plaintiff Wells is not caused by any 

defamation, 
 

i)  it is in my opinion caused by fear of  being exposed . 
 

ii)  The strain is compounded by the fact that I wont roll over like others he has 
intimidated in the past. 

 
(1)  I doubt if he has ever come up against some one who won’t roll over. 

But in  experiencing what I have been through  I can see  why  people  
give in. It is my unique background  that allowed me to  stand up  against 
him but it has come at a huge personal cost . 

 
iii) Had I  been forced to use a lawyers I would have been bankrupt by now    

 
b) I believe that He knows the consequences all too well and attack at all times is 

his best form of defence.  
 

i) I believe that  Neil Wells is the Central figure with Tom Didovich  the major 
party to the crime. 

 
ii) I  suspect that  Hoadley and Coutts have been dragged into it  and do not  

see the full potential for fraud, however I have made them  fully aware of  
what I believe is going on  and they have stayed with the cause, they 
repeatedly  refuse to  discuss  the matter and  in lending  their support I  
have no doubt that they are parties to the offence   because  it is their  
presence that  gives the   “ trust an air of  legitimacy”  

 

http://www.verisure.co.nz/Charities%20commission%20application.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/Charities%20commission%20application.pdf
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31) I policed 18 years ago when truth  and facts  had relevance in our society. 
 

a) New Zealand (along with  Finland and  Iceland ) now has the  lowest level of 
corruption in the OECD  

 
i) I firmly believe that we maintain this level (which encourages business to 

come to  New Zealand) by concealing crime.( it is certainly difficult to  
expose it) 

 
ii) In my roe as Investigator  I have been astounded at the level of proof the 

police require before  they  take a complaint  ( notice I did not say act) 
 
iii) Proof, due to the structure of our society is not easily obtainable especially 

without the use of warrants, but even if conclusive proof is provided, it is 
extremely difficult to report fraud to the police.  

 
iv) The Police are now performance rated and statistics need to be appeased. 

(1) It is therefore easier not to take a complicated complaint than to create a 
statistic which  will take time to clear or cannot be cleared conclusively.  

 
b) I have no doubt that if the police were to investigate this AWINZ matter, then 

with their powers of search and the ability to interview people (without claims of 
harassment or breach of confidentiality threats) ,then this complaint will go to a 
successful prosecution . 

 
32) I have personally discovered, more than once, that white collar criminals use the 

civil court for their own protection. 
 

a) There is nothing new in this Conrad Black   the Canadian who was sentenced last 
year used defamation claims to cover his offending, but time caught him out.  

 
b) Even Lord Jeffrey Archer sued "The Daily Star", a London tabloid for defamation 

which turned out to be true and he had concealed the facts with fabrication. 
 

c) Just because  Wells is a barrister  does not  make him honest , it just provides 
him with  better  skills and knowledge to conceal  crime, that is until some one 
with  specific skills can weed him out  . 

 
d) I must say that the court proceedings have assisted in the collation of  the  data,  

had it not been for the threats  that have been made against me with  regards to 
bankruptcy  and the  winding up of my company  I would never have invested so 
much time. But my life and my reputation is one thing I fight for fiercely.  

 
33) These proceedings are malicious, vexatious, and an abuse of process. They serve no 

other purpose than to conceal criminal offending.  
a) The defamation  is purely there  as leverage  which was used  with intent put 

pressure on me to ensure that the name  and the web site were handed over, 
this   is what I would call robbery  in any other circumstance. 

 
b) Because of my background and my intense distaste to bullying I have stood my 

ground. 
 

c) I am confident of my facts  and  that what I am saying is the truth 
 

d) I have made myself available for resolution outside the court but I believe that 
the plaintiffs are confused as to what resolution is. I do not subscribe to 
submitting to compliance due to  intense  bullying and  intimidation . 
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e) I believe  that  if they  were to have beaten me up with a base ball bat  to obtain 

what they want, they would have been behind bars  but some how in using a  
lawyer to inflict ongoing  stress which leaves health problems is OK.  To me it 
still is assault. Crimes act definition being “Assault means the act of intentionally 
applying or attempting to apply force to the person of another, directly or indirectly, 
or threatening by any act or gesture to apply such force to the person of another, if 
the person making the threat has, or causes the other to believe on reasonable 
grounds that he has, present ability to effect his purpose; and to assault has a 
corresponding meaning” 

 
f) I am not the type of person who sits still while being assaulted, I fight back. 

 
g) My weapons of choice are truth and Honesty. 

 
34) I have had to fight this battle on a very steep  playing ground  a lay person against 

three barristers  and a lawyer  ( Neutze, Wright Hoadley Wells ) 
  

a) I believe that I have played by the rules, they ignore them and rewrite others. 
 

i)  An example   is that  they had to have their affidavits  filed by 9 December 
(1) On 11   February  the plaintiffs filed another  late affidavit ( their second 

since due date which was also late )   a document signed   a week earlier  
which they  had to have transcribed  from a tape    all 50 seconds of it. 

 
(2) The timing was perfect   to get to me just before I was  finalizing my 

affidavit  so as to unsettle me,   this has been the trend  for too long and 
to me it shows how desperate they are to put pressure on me so that I 
will fold. 

 
(3) I have   seen enough corrupt lawyers use this tactic and I see it with a 

glimmer of hope that if their case was so strong they would not have to 
resort to dirty tactics.  

 
b)  The affidavit of Coutts relates to a call made by me in November when for the 

second year running Wright sought to have my family holidays ruined.  
 

i) Nothing had happened with the claim for many months only to be 
resurrected with a hearing date of 14 January fully intentional because we 
had gone through the scenario last year  where I  asked for  my family 
holiday time to be  protected.( which they then too strenuously  opposed) 

 
ii) I phoned Coutts because I wanted to know what they (the plaintiffs) wanted, 

when I felt what we had complied with their wishes. 
 

(1) Coutts answered  the phone and spoke to me He said he was not to 
speak to me  He put the phone down and  turns the answer phone on , 
why would I have said  what I did  it  was  his actions and what he said 
on the phone to me before the tape went on that made me so angry. I 
was already stressed   and   his actions sparked  my reaction. 

 
(2) His affidavit was signed on 4 February but filed on the 11th February two 

months after their cut off time for filing. 
 

(3) What I said on the tape was  accurate, I was stressed by their continual 
harassment  and I think that  is reflected in the  tape. 
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c) Had I been  beaten up  with a base ball bat my injuries would have healed by 

now, but then me being me,  I would not have given in and I would  probably be 
dead by now , but  as  I am  on blood pressure pills now , my health has taken a 
hammering   so  they may kill me off yet.   

 
35) I have reported this to the police and to the SFO but for reasons described before 

have not succeeded; this is the nature of our society today.  
 

a) Appeasing statistics and running an efficient business is more important to our 
government than dealing with crime. 

 
b) Police and SFO are also reluctant to deal with matters already before the court 

doubts are raised by the introduction of defamation proceedings.   
 

i)  I once reported a  clients car stolen,  four times ,  on the fourth occasion  
with that extra crucial bit of information,  the complaint was taken  and the 
offender was arrested  and  found guilty . 

 
ii) This matter of the car had also been  labeled civil three times . 

 
c) I will take this to the police again ,I will not give up. The fact that is  before the 

courts also puts them off.  
 

i) In my work as an investigator I have found that, only when I have completed 
full investigations on fraud matters, with a full signed statement and a 
busload of witnesses can I get the police to accept a complaint. (  This is  
also the experience of my colleagues) 

 
ii) The SFO  have not acted I believe it is because   it did not  reach the  

monetary value that they seek ( Fraud more than $500,000)  
 

iii) The ministry of Agriculture has spent the past two years “ looking at  it “ I 
put this down to the strong political ties which  Wells has with  the Labour 
party  and they probably have been assured that I am a fruitcake and   that 
this court case will soon be over and the name will be his and the cover up 
will save  egg on certain politicians faces. They no doubt also a have a letter 
along  the  lines of   Attachment Y   on file  

 
Early “negotiations”  
 
36) When we incorporated our trust it was to prove that there was no other   trust could 

legitimately use that name to enter into contracts as a “ legal entity”. We 
incorporated that name to prove by default that the Animal welfare institute of New 
Zealand ,which was entering into contracts in that name was not incorporated in any 
manner or form and  therefore not a legal entity in that name. 

 
a) We asked Questions of  the local body  the unincorporated trust   contracted to  

and 
b) we put up the web site  

 
37) Early in June 2006 I received a late night phone call from Vivienne Wright (aka Parre 

),  wife of Nick Wright Counsel for the plaintiffs, She claimed to be a lawyer  and  
threatened legal action if we did not drop the name immediately and give up the 
web site.  
a) She followed this up by email making threats against my private investigators 

licence. Attachment U 

http://www.verisure.co.nz/Charities%20commission%20application.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/Charities%20commission%20application.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/vivien%20%20parres%20involement.pdf
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b) She threatened our web provider and sought to have us struck off the register of 
charitable trusts, she was told to take the matter to High court but  she  failed to 
do so ( presumably intimidation through the district court is an alternative) 

 
c) She left me no contact number and I tried to speak to her to resolve the matter 

this was met with the issuing of a trespass notice against me .  
 

i) I am of the mind that discussion is the best form of resolution and thought 
that if this concerned her so much we should see how we   can resolve it. 

 
ii) she made statements which  directly connected her with wells, the only time 

I had heard these accusations before were from Wells at the AACT  
 

iii)  Her manner of prodding and hasty retreat was exactly been how Wells dealt 
with me on the Air training corp.,  I believe this to be typical cowardly 
bullying tactics . 

 
d) Nick Wright in an email later admitted that she was the one doing the work 

Attachment U 
 

e) She did not have a current practicing certificate at that time. I was told  by a 
member of the AACT  that Wells had a woman  lawyer working on it. 

 
38) Neil Wells and Nick Wright ( Wrights/Parre’s Husband )  also intimidated our  web 

provider and they too were told to  take it to high court. Their desire was to have 
the web site taken down. 
a)  I have since received an email from Wright to  say that there is nothing 

defamatory on the current  AWINZ web site. Email 22nd June 07 Attachment X 
 
39) In late June 2006 we received a letter from Brookfield’s lawyers for whom  Mr. & 

Mrs. Wright worked/had worked  which gave us three days to comply with their 
demands. Attachment Z  it should be noted that at no time have we  ever been told 
or requested to  give  the name , or the  web site to them , the wish all along has 
been for us to vacate  the name and the web site. 

 
a) We responded that we wished both trusts to meet to resolve the matter through 

discussions. Our intention was to  see if the trust was legitimate and not just Neil 
Wells as we believed it to be. 

 
b) The undertakings sough in the letter were demands  and although accompanied by a 

“legal opinion” which I believed lacked merit and no room apparently for  discussion. 
 

c) The letter was a “demand or else” effectively blackmail and gave no avenue for 
compromise. In my opinion their letter was no different to being forced to hand 
over your hand bag to a person with a weapon.  Their action has been   
uncompromising ever since. 

 
40) We responded that we felt that it would be suitable for trustees of both trusts to 

meet and discuss the issues with view of resolution.  
 

a)  They refused any opportunity for resolution and took the matter to court.  
 
41) The   plaintiffs filed action as Neil Wells, Wyn Hoadley and Graeme Coutts as 

trustees in the animal welfare institute of New Zealand.  
 

a) This confirms  that  they could not take  legal action   in the name of the Animal 
welfare Institute of New Zealand because as an entity on its own it does not 

http://www.verisure.co.nz/vivien%20%20parres%20involement.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/emails%20from%20wright.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/LETTER_TRUSTEES.pdf
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exist.(except as our trust and later as my company which  I have now distanced 
myself from) 

 
b) Tom Didovich who according to  the minister was a trustee at that time  does not 

include his name on the court papers. Attachment S 
 

c) I am concerned   at the deception in court in 2007  when the plaintiffs  relied  on 
a trust deed which has been revoked. Attachment M        

 
i) The new trust deed has  clearly been drawn up to appease the  charitable 

aspects, proving that the previous deed did not qualify and therefore the  
unincorporated charitable status was only a pretence  of Wells and not a fact 

 
Attempts at resolution  
 
42) In an attempt to  remove the matter from the court   

a) I offered the plaintiffs more   than  they were  able to be acquired through the  
court process   I offered to  

(1) sign over to them the name 
(2) Give them the fully functional web site 
(3) Give them the trade mark AWINZ which was being registered (and now  

is)  
(4) Give Neil Wells an apology ( even though I did not believe I should)  

 
b) I did this to attempt a trade off where they got what they originally claimed.  

1. Stop the defendants from using the name Animal welfare Institute of New 
Zealand  

2. Make the defendant give up the use of the web site  
3. Obtain an apology for defamation 

 
In return I requested that we could be released from the proceedings without 
costs.  

 
c) The Plaintiffs decided that they wanted all that we offered  plus all the money 

which they demanded  
 
43) The defendants showed good faith and voluntarily complied with the desired out 

come of the proceeding by 
 

a) changing their name, to the animal owners support trust, 
 

b)  Vacated the web site and disposing of it. 
 

c)  I  sent an apology in the words written by the plaintiffs to Neil Wells   
 

d) The trust has offered to pay the $12,200 but required a demand in their name 
for the bank. 
i) The debts have now been settled in a trade off of the unincorporated   trust 

continuing to use the trade mark . 
 

e) I believe that this was in line with the outcome that was sought in the courts if 
they had won , which was  
i) Stop the defendants from using the name Animal welfare Institute of New 

Zealand  
ii) Make the defendant give up the use of the web site  
iii) Obtain an apology  for defamation 

 

http://www.verisure.co.nz/appointment%20of%20hoadley%20%20didovich.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/new%20deed.pdf
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f) Wells has had his apology and now wants money! I only agreed to get it out of 
court. Had it been made clear that action would follow for damages I would 
never have made given an apology, one which he has no doubt already put to 
good use.   

 
44) As a result of their action their lack of ability to negotiate and only demand I have 

suffered great stress, their action has been continued harassment, and bullying, it is 
the behaviour which we frown upon in school grounds, but appears to be acceptable 
if done by lawyers and through our courts. 

 
45) I could go on about the deceptions and the use of the court for harassment 

purposes by Wells but I believe that if I have not given the court the impression of 
his integrity by now I never will. 
a) I am not the only victim of Wells 
b) If we condone the actions of Wells and rewarding him with a quantum payment 

for the alleged defamation, then it is akin to rewarding a child for theft. 
 

46) On 12 February I received an email from Wright  Attachment A  
 
“Your rights are now limited, as a consequence of that same statutory 
framework, to filing evidence on the issue of quantum.  Evidence which 
seeks to attack or undermine either the validity of the pleadings, or the 
truth of any matter pleaded, cannot and will not be considered by the 
Court” 
 
47) I am of the opinion that raising these issues is crucial in this affidavit because I have 

been denied a defence for a mater of alleged defamation, passing off and breach of 
fair trade.  This I believe is the only opportunity to a defence I have in court. 
 

48) I had thought that the court may have wished to have recognised my rights 
pursuant to section 27 of the bill of Rights my rights to justice. 
a) I have already exercised my freedom of speech and   found  what hefty  price we 

pay for speaking the truth and for asking questions of our  democratic open 
transparent local and central government.  

 
49) I sincerely hope that what was expressed by Wright in the email  Attachment A is 

his opinion and not the view of  the  court. 
 

a) Ultimately it is for the court to decide if there will be a quantum payment to 
some one who continually deceives and misleads the court. Even to the extent of 
claiming that he has lost $18,000 in wages and then produces third party 
invoices which prove that he was not the entity contracting to Unitec. 

 
50) I have always been a believer that Honesty should be rewarded and hope that the 

court sees it the same way at least by not penalising  honesty . 
 

a) I have been through enough why should I be punished for exposing what I 
believe to be a public   fraud.  

 
b)  If we had Policing based on providing a service and not running an “ efficient 

business”  this would never have happened.  
 
51) I have not covered in his affidavit the deceptions made by Wells in his affidavit to 

the court and the inferences of harassment, I ask that the court please calls for 
evidence from the parties I have allegedly “Harassed” because this is the practice of 
Wells, he is a barrister and he should not be giving hearsay evidence in his affidavit. 

http://www.verisure.co.nz/email%20wright%2012%20February.pdf
http://www.verisure.co.nz/email%20wright%2012%20February.pdf
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a) I do not wish to have the court think badly of me because they prefer to accept 
the false and misleading statements of the  plaintiffs. 

 
52) I really have to question if one can be forced to pay damages for speaking the truth.  
 

a) Any damage Wells has done Wells has done himself; I merely highlighted them 
in my own defence. 

    
b) Defamation is only defamation if the statements are untrue; I stand by every 

thing I have said and published. Everything I have  said and done has been to 
the best  of my  knowledge to  be the truth the  whole truth and nothing but the 
truth. 

 
c) While criminal proof is extremely high and  civil proof virtually non existent , 

taking a matter to court is  great way to   cover crime especially if you can get 
through the entire process without producing any   evidence and  It buys 
immunity - who else would dare  question anything you  do in the future? No 
wonder corruption is rife. 

 
53) If I have to be punished for asking questions then I will have to give up my work as 

private investigator.  
 

a) If it was not  for my  strong  values, I could turn to crime  just to stay solvent, , 
I  now see how much money can easily be made by being dishonest and the 
support you can get  for concealment  by lawyers, and successful White Collar 
criminals  can always afford lawyers . 

 
54) If we allow criminals to use civil action to cover their offending then our society is 

very sick it is bad enough now when we can’t even get criminal offending reported.  
 
55) If the court chooses to  impose a penalty and  award costs against me then the 

message form our courts  will be clear, -when you are being attacked  and bullied  
you  must stand perfectly still and allow it to happen. 

 
56)  I sincerely hope that our country has not stooped to this level.  We must not smack 

our children but adults can get a thorough “beating” for telling the truth.   
 
57) My future  , the future of my business,  the future of my marriage, the future of 

family  life and  my future health  is in the hands of  the court. I want this to end I 
want to  be out of this night mare of  continued intimidation.   

 
58) When I was  in the police I was   believed and respected , it  was not my  uniform 

that made me believable  , I still have these same values .I believe that my values 
are the values  which society as a whole also embraces.  

 
59) I hope that you can take the time to  read this rather lengthy Affidavit in full  , it is 

what the plaintiffs  have done that has made it lengthy , I have merely reported the  
facts. 

 
Sworn at  Auckland 
this 19th day of February 2008 
Before Me  

Grace Haden  
 




